2013 vw sportwagen

The newly redesigned Volkswagen Jetta came as a disappointment to a number of car
enthusiasts. A change of philosophy resulted in the Jetta being built with an eye towards
practicality and affordability, rather than performance or luxury. The Volkswagen strategy
seems to have worked. Jettas have been flying off the lot since the change, but while
Volkswagen has focused their market on the average budget-conscious consumer, they've left a
lot of actual car enthusiasts who found a thing or two to like about the old Jetta in the dust.
Fortunately, Volkswagen didn't entirely forget about true Jetta fans, and for those in the market
for a wagon, the Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen is still a great choice. In addition to the
roominess you'd expect from a wagon, the Jetta SportWagen was not subject to the same cost
cutting measures as the traditional Jetta, meaning it kept the Jetta's higher quality interior
materials and extras. Ride quality has also been maintained, and if you liked the way the old
Jetta drove, you'll probably really enjoy driving the Jetta SportWagen. This combination of
comfortable handling and roominess makes the Jetta SportWagen a great alternative to a
crossover. It fits very neatly into that niche between sedan and small SUV. In fact, the Jetta
SportWagen actually has more cargo space than some of the smaller crossovers. If you've been
stuck on which car to buy because a sedan doesn't quite meet your needs but you're not ready
to dive into the SUV culture, there's a good chance the Jetta SportWagen is your solution. There
are no major changes to the Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen for For those who have seen the
evolution of the standard Jetta to a more economical model, this is largely regarded as a good
thing. The exterior of the Volkswagen Jetta SportWagen has the look of a solid, stylish wagon. It
features roof rails, keyless entry and 16 inch wheels. A roof edge spoiler is also an option. The
upgraded trims add two more speakers, a touch screen display, iPod interface and satellite
radio. You can also add a premium navigation system to the TDI. Other upgraded features
include two-way power adjustable multi-level heated front seats with adjustable lumbar support
and more leather throughout the interior. Naturally, room and cargo space are among the
biggest assets of a good wagon, and the Jetta SportWagen doesn't disappoint. The Volkswagen
Jetta SportWagen comfortably seats five, and with all seats in place, the Jetta SportWagen
offers an impressive The driver has plenty of space to enjoy as well, with The wagon is a
traditional family car, which makes safety extremely important. As you would expect from a
Volkswagen, the Jetta SportWagen does extremely well on this score. The Jetta SportWagen
has a full slate of vital safety features, including four-wheel antilock brakes, traction and
stability control, emergency brake assist and electronic brake force distribution, with ventilated
front disc and solid rear disc brakes. You'll find front and rear head airbags and dual front
side-mounted airbags in the Jetta SportWagen, as well as child safety locks and child seat
anchors, an alarm system and engine immobilizer and tire pressure monitoring. This
suspension isn't quite stiff enough for any daredevil stunts behind the wheel, but you're going
to get the drive experience you expect in a wagon, a safe, smooth, comfortable, quiet ride. If
you're looking for something a little more responsive, go with the five-speed manual
transmission rather than the six-speed automatic. The front wheel drive Jetta Sportswomen's 2.
That 2. The TDI comes linked to a six-speed manual transmission or six-speed automated
manual transmission. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The
actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills,
so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Expand All Sum Up. All Model Years
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. One response and a few
emails. Very little of the additional info I requested. No drive out prices over the phone. Carl
reached out to me right away. We made an appointment to see the car. It was in great condition.
Carl helped with financing options. We ended up buying the car. A great all-around experience.
Awesome experience! Carl was absolutely amazing definitely recommend them to anyone
looking to buy!!! The dealership was very good, little haggling to get down to the price i wanted,
Carl and Dennis are good ole guys, they want to help, but not scammed as well, overall a good
day of buying a car, Thanks Guys!!!! Do not send Weeks Motors a down payment. If deal falls
through they will not refund your money. There is a lot of dealerships out there, I would not
shop here. Read reviews, too many negatives. Shop elsewhere. The salesman that finally
reached back out to me was really nice, but they're not willing to work with customers on
pricing - particularly cash deals. I had my own financing and submitted a cash offer for a
particular vehicle, but they wouldn't budge at all from their asking price. I wouldn't recommend.
Friendly and professional staff. Purchase process was fast and easy. Only issue was car was
not cleaned but overall we was happy with purchase and Joe found us a great warranty on the
car. Very happy! I was not satisfied with my experience. However, my vehicle did not come with
any floor mats in site. My salesperson told me that I could order mats from the dealership. Also,
my vehicle had scratches where the side of the car meets the roof in the same place on both
sides of the vehicle. I complained about it to no avail. I would advise against dealing with this

dealership. B was nice and answered all my questions to include a FaceTime walk around. His
efforts were appreciated. Rachel was the only one who kept in constant communication, they
should of had her as a salesperson. I was transferred to a salesman who was too busy for me
so he sent me to his assistant. And her communication is horrible. Found out we had 2 separate
appointments because of emails, not because we scheduled anything or knew about anything.
We ended up purchasing a vehicle somewhere else. Dealership was very busy so we had to wait
about 20 minutes, past our appointment time. Otherwise nfreat experience and would
recommend! Dominique was wonderful Thank you Armen! He made car buying easy. Quick
response, clean car, easy transaction. And he brought the car to us! Thank you so much. This
dealership says that only attends by scheduled appointment so we scheduled to see and ready
to buy the car and when we got there the seller had sold the car for a walk in. Even though we
were on our way. Waste of our time. Not a high pressure sale. Dealer was willing to deal to sell
which would not have have been the case in Indianapolis. Thought we got a very good deal.
They are a wonderful dealer answered any questions I had and got me in the vechile I wanted.
Dealer never had the car we were trying to buy. They told us it was there and got us to drive
over an hour to see it, and once we got there they tried to convince us to look at another car.
Very poor customer service. They were very helpful and polite. I had to call them back because I
didn't get called at like they said. Back and fourth on some stuff, told them when we were
available to stop. Showed up, took it out for a test drive while they appraised our trade. Couple
hours later, on the way with the new truck. Awesome place to go buy a vehicle. They were very
helpful in helping me find my new car. After discussing options I ended up leasing a new Tiguan
SE. Volkswagen of Duluth made every step easy - from test driving, information, financing and
finally leaving with an awesome new car! My experience was excellent and the service was
perfect and prompt!! Will definitely refer them to others. Huge thanks to Adam Wingert for
helping us out, love the new car! Mike Manning has been very helpful. The website could do
better at showing more vehicle photos to include interior and exterior. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Image Not Available. This car is a must
have for any household. It is a perfect combination of utility, comfort, reliability. It is also a fun
to drive and handles no less than VW Golf. I made k in 3 years and never had a single issue with
it. It is also looks, sounds and drives exactly the same as it did k ago. The engine is non-turbo 5
cyl. Read more. Always loved the sportwagen. Particularly and up. Space, handling, power,
comfort, appealing. Finding one that has been well cared for and maintained at a fair price, good
luck. Enjoyable car to drive and very usable cargo space. Seemed like a near-ideal balance
between cargo and overall size. Note: I sold this car back to VW as part of Dieselgate. The TDI
engine seemed great until the emissions scandal exposed that it wasnt meeting the emissions
standards. The 6-speed manual shifter is excellent, and the clutch take Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were professional
and after finding out that I bought a car from a competitor no longer contact with me. A dealer
was on top of things on getting in touch with me and was very concerned if I've gotten a vehicle
yet. Dealer contacted me promptly, we worked out a deal on my trade and I believe we're both
happy. Very honest and nice guy. I ended up getting a different car then what i originally went
for bet got a better deal and a better car. It was worth the 2 hour drive. I asked if it was still there
at that morning and was told yes. I went that morning and the guy said It was sold the day
before. I drove over 50 miles. So I was disappointed. This Honda Accord price caught my eye
instantly I liked it, test drove it, loved it, went into the office and bought it. The communication
was great, paperwork was fast, and the seal of the deal is what I loved most. I will definitely keep
my eye opened for friends and family vehicle shopping. I inquired about the fact the vehicle
showed had an accident on records. But seller did respond back very quickly, but they could
not provide any specifics about it. So I decided to keep looking. It was easy and good. I did it all
by phone and email with eyes on help fr om my wife and son. I am very happy to now own this
Rare Classic. Excellent experience car was better than described. Ibrahim was very professional
would definitely recommend to my family and friends!! Thank you to Abe Motors for a smooth
and effortless transaction! Great communication and coordination from Houston to San
Antonio! Highly recommend this dealer and thank you to Car Gurus for putting us together.

Justin reached out to me quickly by email and texted message. Very professional and provided
a pleasant experience. Amad and Justin were great with me, Amad helped me with all the
financing process and even shipped the car to me from Florida to SC, bought a beautiful car,
great experience. I was on the market for a daily commuter, called the dealer and set up a test
drive. The staff is easy to work with and there is no pressure to buy. I would recommend this
dealer to any serious buyer looking for a decent car at an affordable price. I was contacted, but
the vehicle was not what I was looking for after getting more information. One response and a
few emails. Very little of the additional info I requested. No drive out prices over the phone. One
of my best experiences buying a car, hassle-free, straight to the point salesman, professional,
quick, very helpful. Great dealership and management, everything clean, cars are in excellent
condition in and out, awesome place to buy a car highly recommend!!! I purchased this vehicle
from Elya Motors and he gave me a great deal. I am very satisfied! Due for a redesign any year
now, the Jetta Sportwagen continues on the Jetta's previous platform for its second year
beyond the Jetta's redesign, carrying over for with only one paint color difference. Not that
drivers are complainingâ€”the few complaints about the Sportwagen have to do with power in
the TDI turbodiesel. Namely, this beastly engine tends to jerk people around when it's cold, and
though that's not news to folks familiar with the V-dub's turbo, drivers just entering the
Sportwagen and expecting the same Americanized ride as the latest Jetta tend to find that a bit
of a nasty surprise. Known overseas as the Golf Wagon, the Jetta Sportwagen is a
front-wheel-drive midsize but roomy 5-passenger wagon that drives like a compact and packs
like a minivan. Offering on-par zip-to times around 9 seconds, highway mpg into the 40s and
nearly 33 cubic feet for cargo before you fold down the back seats, those that need this level of
utility are absolutely in love with this Volkswagen and see no equal on the market today. Indeed,
no vehicle of its class offers 67 total cubic feet for cargo, and anything offering that much space
doesn't drive with as much pep and agility. The same S, SE and TDI trims carry into featuring
comforts like full power accessories, roof rails, keyless entry, heated mirrors, heated
windshield-washer nozzles, cruise control, heated front seats, tilt-and-telescoping steering
wheel, Bluetooth connectivity and an 8-speaker sound system with CD player and auxiliary jack
all standard at the baseline. The SE and TDI trade the inch steels for alloys and cloth for
leatherette vinyl upholstery, then add upgraded gauges, leather-wrapped shifter and steering
wheel, and 2 more speakers for the sound system with a touchscreen interface, satellite and HD
radio capabilities, 6-CD changer, iPod interface and steering-wheel-mounted controls. The SE
can opt for inch alloys and a panoramic sunroof, whereas the TDI's package adds a navigation
system and keyless ignition on top of the new rims and roof. The base engine is a 2. The TDI is
also the peppiest of the bunch, hitting 60 mph in just under 9 seconds. The Jetta Sportwagen is
definitely a car that is better in person than it is on paper. Don't be fooled by the "leatherette" or
sub figures for horsepowerâ€”give it a try. We're pretty sure the top-notch interior and refined
performance will wow you, too, just don't expect a pedigreed sports car. It is, after all, a wagon.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Volkswagen Dealer.
Private Seller: John. Mesa, AZ Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Read more.
Why Use CarGurus? This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 38 " Rear
head room 38 " Front shoulder room 55 " Rear shoulder room 53 " Front leg room Maximum
cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length Gross weight 4, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity
Torque rpm 1, Payload lbs. Maximum towing capacity 2, lbs. Drive type front-wheel Turning
radius Research Another Vehicle. Viewing 2. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to

perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:.
Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration Search
Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something
went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select
your vehicle below:. Home Volkswagen SportWagen You chose your Volkswagen SportWagen
for all the same reasons you choose Genuine Volkswagen Parts: because no other brand can
match the performance, style, and precision of Volkswagen. Whatever kind of drive is your style
â€”sporty performance, sophisticated luxury, or simple joy in the journeyâ€” shop our
nationwide network of Volkswagen Parts dealers, and your VW SportWagen will always
impress. Your Nearest Dealers. Quirk Volkswagen of Manchester. Distance: 0. AutoFair
Volkswagen of Nashua. Distance: 8. Commonwealth Volkswagen. Distance: Enter your zip code:
View More Dealers. S Wagon. Select a Category. Popular Products Quick Buy. It's tough to
enjoy the road ahead if you can't see what's coming. As one of the most crucial safety features
of your Volkswagen, it's important to make sure that your wipers are regularly maintained and
functioning correctly. Genuine Volkswagen Windshield Wipers and Wiper Blades are precisely
designed and manufactured to provide factory-grade cleaning of and debris removal from your
windshield. If you've noticed your wipers chattering, streaking or not making full contact with
your windshield, it's time to replace them with Genuine VW Windshield Wipers. Quick Buy.
Neither you nor your VW can operate at a peak performance if you're not breathing clean air.
When it comes time to replace your VW's engine air filter or cabin air filter, trust Genuine VW Air
Filters to restore factory-grade breathability to your engine and cabin. By filtering dirt, dust and
other debris from reaching your engine, you're helping to keep your VW's engine running at
peak performance for miles to come. And by filtering the same dust and debris from entering
your vehicle's cabin, you're helping to maintain your VW's premium cabin comfort for both you
and your passengers. Volkswagen Accessories. Car Care. Shop Car Care. Comfort and
Protection. Shop Comfort and Protection. Never drive unplugged unless you choose to with
these Genuine Volkswagen SportWagen Communication Accessories are designed to work
perfectly in your Volkswagen SportWagen. Shop Communication. Sport and Design. Shop Sport
and Design. Shop Transport. Make a dramatic enhancement in the profile of your Volkswagen
with a change of wheels. Shop Wheels. VW DriverGear. More than hats and tees, discover it all.
About About VW. Legal Policies Internet Based-Ads. Links Dealer Login. Data Agreement
Unless otherwise indicated, all prices exclude applicable taxes and installation costs. Although
we endeavour to ensure that the information contained on the website is accurate, as errors
may occur from time to time, customers should verify any information in question with a dealer.
We are not responsible for any errors or omissions on this website. Photos are for illustration
purposes only. There may be some variances between the photos shown and the actual
product. Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. Some
items may be unavailable for or incompatible with certain trim levels and models. The attractive
wagon body offers good utility, and it comes standard with a Bluetooth phone system and an
array of digital audio sources. The Bad The available navigation system lacks real-time traffic,
and Volkswagen doesn't integrate any connected features into the cabin tech. The Bottom Line
With diesel fuel economy and its wagon format, the Volkswagen Jetta Sportwagen TDI offers
great utility, and adds a premium-car feel, but cabin electronics only cover the basics. Be
respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Some
years ago, colleagues and I had an informal discussion about what would be the perfect car
from an automotive journalist's perspective. It would have to be a wagon, because we all
appreciate utility combined with carlike maneuverability. A diesel engine made the requirements
list for superior fuel economy. And it would also need a manual transmission, because we all
liked the engagement of driving stick. BMW claims the other spot with its new d Sports Wagon.
The Jetta Sportwagen shows similar lines to the Jetta sedan update Volkwagen launched in
Headlights nicely bookend a narrow grille, and the hood drops low toward the front in a graceful
curve from the windshield. A large graphic holds the side windows in a continuous flow all the
way back to the cargo area, and the hatchback complements the front with the same, fluid
curves. The stance is low, as the Jetta Sportwagen is not trying to be a crossover. Despite what
would seem to be a niche vehicle appreciated primarily by automotive journalists, Volkswagen
offers the Jetta Sportwagen TDI in a number of configurations. First, you get to decide between
the six-speed manual or DSG automated manual transmission. Then there is the base model,
the sunroof model, or the model with navigation and sunroof. I reviewed the middle version,
which lacked navigation but still featured a decent LCD in the dashboard for audio and phone
screens. Premium feel The Jetta Sportwagen TDI uses Volkswagen's tried-and-true

turbocharged 2-liter diesel engine, making horsepower and pound-feet of torque. That high
torque figure is typical for diesel engines in passenger cars, as is the 5,rpm redline. Also typical
for a diesel is the engine's clatter, which sounds louder than comparable gasoline engines.
However, Volkswagen did an excellent job sound engineering the cabin, so that engine noise is
largely muffled even at idle. Volkswagen has managed to meet EPA emissions requirements
with its passenger-car diesel engines for years. Even more delightful, the Jetta Sportwagen TDI
didn't lag when I hit the accelerator, responding immediately with all that available torque. I
would attribute that responsiveness to the car's six-speed manual transmission, but I wouldn't
be surprised if the DSG version was equally as good. However, the lower diesel engine speeds
required me to adjust my clutch work, and I actually stalled it a couple of times when creeping
along in stop-and-go traffic. Fortunately, Volkswagen gave the car a hill-hold feature, making it
easy to take off from a stop midway up one of San Francisco's legendary inclines. The shifter
moved smoothly through the gate, not as tight as a sports car transmission, but suitable for the
more-suburban requirements of the Jetta Sportwagen TDI. The car didn't fuss as I shifted
through the gears to bring the car up to freeway speeds, and the engine even had enough guts
for the occasional passing maneuver, especially given the ability to gear down to third. Electric
power steering boost was evident from how the wheel felt. Somewhat overboosted, it was easy
to turn the wheels while stopped, and electric boost means a direct and uninterrupted power
flow through the steering rig. The Sportwagen gets disc brakes all around and a multilink
suspension at the rear wheels. That leads to solid and competent handling, and a firm ride. Of
course, the whole point of a diesel engine is to get ridiculously good fuel economy. With
diesels, I've found it easy to beat the EPA highway number, and in this VW, I was seeing an
average around 45 mpg on the trip computer while driving at 65 mph. My overall average came
in at Big glass As for the cabin amenities, an upgrade to the sunroof version is worth it, thanks
to the sheer amount of glass over the passenger compartment. This panoramic sunroof
stretches over front and rear seats, although only the front section opens up. I like the latter
feature, but this particular navigation unit is pretty basic, lacking even real-time traffic. I would
be inclined to leave it off and go with a portable unit or smartphone, when needed. The phone
and stereo systems covered what I would consider the basics for cabin tech. My phone paired
easily to the car through Bluetooth, and I was able to place calls using the car's very limited
voice command. The touch-screen LCD also made it easy to access phone functions, and
included its own built-in speed dial presets. The Bluetooth connection also streamed audio
seamlessly from my phone to the car's stereo, and even showed track information on the LCD.
Volkswagen makes it more difficult to plug an iPhone or USB drive into the car. Plugging in
current Apple devices means adding a pin to Lightning adapter on to the cable. Volkswagen
also makes a separate cable adapter available that terminates in a USB port. Satellite and HD
radio also figure in the audio source mix, along with an SD card slot at the bottom of the head
unit. Missing are any connected sources, such as Pandora. Voice command offers no control
over music selection, but the touch screen made it easy to select stations or music from a local
media source. Volkswagen equips the Jetta Sportwagen TDI with an eight-speaker audio system
standard, with no upgrade options. The sound from this system was pretty average, merely
playing music without bringing out detail or highlighting particular frequencies. I was
disappointed to find that Volkswagen isn't making its excellent Fender audio system available in
this model. And while large windows all around offered an unimpeded view, a backup camera
would have been nice for avoiding bumper taps and aiding parking. Long range, low tech The
Volkswagen Jet
touareg headlight bulb replacement
2010 audi a4 valve cover gasket
e4od exploded view
ta Sportwagen TDI really impressed me with its drivetrain response and premium-car feel,
especially considering the mid- to highs price point. The diesel engine delivered excellent fuel
economy, although buyers will have to take into consideration that diesel fuel prices near
premium gasoline. I like Volkswagen's six-speed manual, but clutch-shy drivers will likely find
the available DSG automated manual transmission quite good. The Sportwagen TDI is also a
good-looking car, but it pushes no boundaries when it comes to cabin electronics. Drivers who
rely on real-time traffic should not opt for the navigation system. Volkswagen's insistence on its
proprietary media port is also a little annoying, and will require some extra fiddling around with
adapters to hook up some media devices. However, the Bluetooth system works very well for
hands-free phone calls and streaming audio. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 5.
Performance tech 8. Design 7. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica.

